
  Class: Year 4 Lady Katherine Leveson CE Primary School  Term: Summer Term  

Mathematics 
Count from 0 in multiples of all time tables up to 12. 
Write, compare, order and round decimal numbers. 
Use pounds and pence to order, estimate, convert, add, subtract and find change when using 
money. 
Be able to tell the time to the nearest 5 and 1 minute. Use am, pm, minutes, seconds and hours 
to tell the time, including the 24hour clock. Recognise years, months, weeks and days. 
Be able to interpret charts, including line graphs in order to understand statistics. 
Recap what an angle is, recognise right angles in shapes, be able to compare and order angles. 
Name and identify different types of triangles and quadrilaterals. Find lines of symmetry and 
complete a symmetrical figure. 
Use geometrical knowledge to describe positions on a map. Draw, move and describe 
movement on a grid. 
 

English 
The Miraculous Journey of Edward 
Tulane (S1) Outcome - narrative writing 
to write an alternative chapter and 
construct an informal letter.  
A Midsummer Night’s Dream by William 
Shakespeare. (S2) 
Outcome - character description writing 
and learn to write in role. 
Feast – Disney (S2) 
Outcome - writing from the other 
person’s viewpoint.                                             
                                             
 

Science  
Electricity (S1) Identify appliances that run on electricity. Construct a 
simple series electrical circuit, identifying and naming its basic parts, 
including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers. Identify 
incomplete and complete circuits and recognise common conductors 
and insulators.   
Sound (S2) Identify how sounds are made, and that vibrations from 
sounds travel through a medium to the ear. Find patterns between 
the pitch of a sound and features of the object that produced it, the 
volume of a sound and the strength of the vibrations that produced 
it.  

Trips and Visitors 
TBC – Team building 

History and Geography 
The Vikings (summer 1) –  
We will be using our knowledge on the Anglo-Saxons to build 
our understanding of the Vikings and their cross-over in history. 
Names, timelines, drama, design and art will enable is to 
understand about trade, conflict, religion and beliefs of this 
time. 
Erosion and deposition (summer 2) –  
Our knowledge of Rivers will be extended in this unit, focusing 
on how erosion and deposition play a part in shaping our 
landscape. We will examine the effect this also has on our 
coastlines and how this worrying natural landscaping is 
managed on a daily basis. 
                          
                                                          

PSHE 
Relationships (S1) We will be able 
the relationships we have 
understand what it means to love, 
suffer loss and keep memories.  
Changing Me (S2) Understand 
genetics, name the basic parts 
needed in order to make a baby and 
link menstruation to how our bodies 
change to make a baby. Understand 
our emotions change and how we 
can deal with this.   
 

Religious Education 
Enquiry Question (S1) Why do Muslims call 
Muhammad the ‘seal of the prophets’? 
Key Concept: Prophet hood. Using the enquiry 
question we will engage, enquire and explore 
Muslim Qur’anic text, community practice and 
living.   
Enquiry Question (S2) How do Sikhs put their 
beliefs about equality into practice? 
Key Concept: Equality. What does equality and 
being equal mean? We will find out about Guru 
Nana, common practices and make links to our 
own lives.  
 

Physical Education - Fridays 
Athletics (S1)– Confidently demonstrate an 
improved technique for sprinting. Learn how to 
combine a hop, step and jump to perform the 
standing triple jump. Perform a pull throw.   
Cricket Coaching(S1)- A cricket coach will be 
joining us for 6 weeks of intense training. 
Striking and Fielding (S2) Use a bat, racquet or 
stick (hockey) to hit a ball or shuttlecock with 
accuracy and control. at least two different shots 
in a game situation. Use hand-eye coordination to 
strike a moving and a stationary ball.   
 

French 
What time is it? (S1) – o’clock and 
half past, my day, what’s on TV, 
quarter past and quarter to. 
Holidays and Hobbies (S2) We will 
be learning to speak all about our 
holidays and hobbies that we enjoy.  

Art 
Summer 2 
Drawing Use different hardness’s of pencils to 
show line, tone and texture. Annotate sketches to 
explain and elaborate ideas. Sketch lightly (no 
need to use a rubber to correct mistakes). Use 
shading to show light and shadow. Use hatching 
and cross hatching to show tone and texture. 
 
 
 

Design and Technology  
Summer 1 
Electrical and Electronics Create series and 
parallel circuits.  
Mechanics Use scientific knowledge of 
transference of forces to choose appropriate 
mechanisms for a product (such as levers, winding 
mechanisms, pulleys and gears) Make products by 
working efficiently (such as carefully selecting 
materials) Use software to design and represent 
product designs. Improve upon existing designs, 
giving reasons for choices. Disassemble products 
to understand how they work.  
 

Computing 
Logo (S1) How to develop logos, using different fonts, styles and 
effective marketing. 
Effective Searching (S2) How to search using the internet in a 
productive manner. Being able to determine which websites 
offer true information and how to refine our searches. 
Hardware Investigators (S2) Understand the different parts that 
make up a computer. To recall the different parts that make up 
a computer.  

Music S1 & S2 
Communication – composition 
Time – Beat 
In the past – Notation 
Food and drink – Performance 
We will build upon our previous 
musical terms to develop our 
vocabulary and understanding of 
music. 



 


